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The nature of the link between identity and action is a fundamental question for social 
science. One focus in psychology is how actions like seeking help are implicated in 
matters of identity. This paper presents a discursive psychology study of identity and 
help in social interaction. Drawing on a corpus of nearly 400 recorded calls to a 
victim support helpline, I analysed how participants oriented to the link between 
identity and help. With attention to epistemic, deontic, and affective relations between 
participants, I analysed how identity was demonstrably relevant and procedurally 
consequential for building and interpreting help-seeking requests. Participants 
displayed an understanding that seeking help from Victim Support necessarily 
implicates identity. Callers’ identities as victims or clients rendered their help-seeking 
accountable and invoked identities for call-takers as representatives of a support 
service. The findings show that identity and help are mutually constitutive. Seeking 
help constituted callers’ identities as victims; and their identities as victims 
constituted their requests for help. I suggest that analysing identity and help in social 
interaction provides evidence for the mutually constitutive link between identity and 
action. 

Identity shapes how people see themselves, relate to others, and engage with the social world 
(Benwell & Stokoe, 2006) and has been theorised as the link between individual actions and 
social structure (Hogg et al., 1995; Jaspal et al., 2016). In this paper, I analyse the link 
between identity and action by examining how identity matters for help-seeking. With 
analysis of naturally-occurring calls to a victim support helpline, I examine how participants 
build links between identity and action through the turn-by-turn unfolding of social 
interaction. 

One way the relationship between identity and help-seeking has been examined is by 
documenting how identity influences rates of help-seeking behaviours. Social identity theory 
(Tajfel & Turner, 1986) posits that seeking help can threaten aspects of individuals’ personal 
or social identities. For example, seniors may not seek help after a fall to preserve their sense 
of independence (Miller et al., 2016) and people experiencing depressive symptoms may 
delay seeking help to preserve their sense of identity and personal goals (Farmer et al., 2012). 
Adopting a new identity may be necessary before help-seeking can occur. For example, 
women may conceal experiences of domestic violence to preserve a public identity, but when 
this becomes untenable, they can adopt an ‘abuse identity’ from which help-seeking is 
possible (O’Doherty et al., 2016). However, the act of seeking help can require a balance 
between social and personal identities to articulate individual needs against group 
identification (Read et al., 2015). Thus, identity can influence individual help-seeking 
decisions and behaviour. 



An alternative approach examines how people display who they are to each other when 
seeking help. Rather than conceptualising help-seeking as behaviour influenced by identity, 
discursive psychology demonstrates how different constructions of identity are used to 
accomplish help in social interaction. People use identity categories to make sense of the 
social world (Edwards, 1998) and systematically accomplish actions (Stokoe & Edwards, 
2009). Seeking help is a social action with a normative and sequential organisation (Edwards 
& Stokoe, 2007; Kendrick & Drew, 2016) that implicates identity and self-other relations. In 
this paper, I analyse participants’ orientations to identity and help, and examine how identity 
renders help-seeking intelligible and accountable. 

The relationship between identity and help stretches back to the earliest work in conversation 
analysis. Sacks’ (1967) seminal analysis of a suicide helpline documented how identity 
categories and social relations provide a normative organisation for help-seeking. Relational 
categories are “a locus of rights and obligations concerning the activity of giving help” 
(Sacks, 1967, p. 203). Members of certain relationship categories (e.g. friends or family) are 
normatively proper to turn to, while members of other categories (e.g. strangers) are improper 
to seek help from. A fundamental assumption of many service-providers is that certain kinds 
of problems (such as suicide or victimisation) require professional help. Yet even though 
service-providers may see themselves as professionals with proper knowledge and expertise 
to help, callers may categorise them as strangers whom it is improper to turn to (Sacks, 
1972a). Thus, membership categories, as stores of common-sense knowledge, provide shared 
cultural resources to determine who can be turned to for help.  

Common-sense cultural meanings associated with membership categories are a resource for 
participants to account for seeking help. In online forums, for example, participants use 
identity claims to account for seeking help and provide support to others (Giles, 2006; 
Lamerichs & te Molder, 2003; Smithson et al., 2011). Horne and Wiggins (2009) 
documented how posts to an online suicide support forum managed the tension between 
asking for help and presenting an authentic suicidal identity. Posts regularly avoided asking 
for help directly, and instead worked up a suicidal identity by demonstrating being 
psychologically ‘on the edge.’ Negotiating moments of crisis by ignoring or acknowledging 
others’ responses allowed forum members to seek support while maintaining their own and 
others’ identities as authentically suicidal (Wiggins et al., 2016). Participants orient to their 
own and others’ identities as key resources in determining the accountability of seeking help. 

In institutional contexts such as helplines, callers must balance the normative accountability 
of asking for help alongside the accountability of turning to an institution (Edwards & 
Stokoe, 2007). Presenting a relevant institutional problem can invoke callers’ identities or 
social positions relative to the problem (Whalen & Zimmerman, 1990). However, 
establishing a joint understanding of callers’ relevant identities and what help they need is a 
negotiated accomplishment. For example, MensLine is an Australian relationship helpline 
that identifies clients as men and offers solution-focused counselling based on the 
presumption men want instrumental help rather than emotional support. Yet many callers 
claim they simply want to talk (Feo & LeCouteur, 2013). Similarly, the Kids Help Line 
identifies clients as children and offers child-centred counselling based on the presumption 
children can make their own decisions. Counsellors make these philosophies manifest when 
they let callers decide how to present their problems and avoid giving direct advice (Butler et 
al., 2010; Danby et al., 2005). But not all callers are seeking to be empowered, and some ask 



for help directly (Emmison & Danby, 2007). Thus, establishing help-seekers’ relevant 
identities is bound up with how help is sought and offered.  

Seeking help configures identities and social relations in accountable ways. Participants 
orient to normatively accountable ways, times, and people to properly ask for help. The link 
between identity and help is also accountable in Garfinkel’s (1967) sense of intelligibility. 
Participants’ identities are resources for building and interpreting actions. For example, 
requesting help is an action that inevitably displays a speaker’s understanding of their 
entitlement to help, their identity vis à vis their recipient, and the basis of the relationship 
between them (Levinson, 2013). Thus, identity is a resource to build actions that are 
recognisable as help-seeking.  

Stevanovic and Peräkylä (2014) theorised that identities and social relations – participants’ 
shared sense of who-they-are-to-each other – are grounded in epistemic, deontic, and 
affective orders. Participants’ orientations to their respective rights to knowledge, power, and 
emotion are fundamental resources for building and interpreting actions. The epistemic order 
refers to the connections between people based on knowledge. Participants negotiate who 
they are and what they are doing by managing their rights to own and express knowledge 
(Heritage, 2012; Mondada, 2013; Raymond & Heritage, 2006). The deontic order refers to 
the social organisation of power or authority in terms of participants’ relative “rights and 
obligations in requesting for, deciding about, and performing actions in the world” 
(Stevanovic & Peräkylä, 2014, p. 190). The affective order refers to participants’ rights to 
own certain emotions and express them to others. These three orders are resources for 
participants to understand who they are to each other and what they are doing. 

The way social relations are rendered visible in social interaction has been usefully 
conceptualised by Heritage (2012) in terms of status and stance. Epistemic status refers to 
participants’ joint recognition of what they know relative to others, how they know it, and 
their rights and responsibilities to articulate this knowledge. Epistemic stance refers to 
participants’ moment-by-moment expression of these relative rights to knowledge through 
the design of turns of talk. Similarly, participants’ distributed rights to enact actions and to 
own and express emotions can be conceptualised as deontic and affective status, and their 
momentary unfolding in talk as deontic and affective stance (Stevanovic & Peräkylä, 2014). 
Analysing participants’ orientations to shifting distributions of knowledge, power, and 
emotion thus provides a grounded way to examine the link between identity, social relations, 
and action as they come to matter in social interaction.  

In this paper, I analyse how participants orient to and invoke the relationship between identity 
and help in calls to a victim support service. The name of the service – Victim Support – 
links a victim identity with accessing support. The context thus provides a perspicuous setting 
for such analysis (Garfinkel, 2002) because the relationship between identity and help-
seeking is demonstrably relevant for the participants and procedurally consequential for the 
interaction (see Schegloff, 1997). In the course of routine workday tasks, helpline call-takers 
are involved the political, moral, and psychological enterprise of determining who callers are 
and who is obligated to help them. Such tensions have been documented in other institutional 
gate-keeping contexts (Heritage & Clayman, 2010), but are particularly fraught when a 
victim identity is relevant (see Löfstrand, 2009; Simmonds, 2009).  



Data and Method 
Background 
Victim Support New Zealand is a community organisation that provides free services to 
victims of crime and trauma. A regionalised network of support workers provides emotional 
support and practical advice in clients’ homes, over the phone, or at local police stations. A 
national Contact Service manages multiple phone lines, including the victim helpline for the 
public which is the context for this study. The helpline is designed as a conduit to service for 
clients to access support workers and a first point of contact for victims who are entered into 
the database and allocated a support worker.  

Data corpus  
The data are recordings of naturally occurring interactions on a helpline. The corpus consists 
of 396 recorded calls to the Victim Support helpline collected in 2015-2016. Calls range in 
length from 15 seconds to 20 minutes, although over half of the total sample are less than two 
minutes long.  

Ethics 
The Contact Service routinely record calls for training purposes. A pre-recorded message 
informs callers they can request recording be halted at any time. The organisation amended 
this message and their online privacy statement to state that recordings could also be used for 
research. Contact service workers provided written consent to have their calls included in the 
research sample and could remove recordings they did not wish to have included in the 
sample.  

Sound files have been edited to anonymise identifying information such as names, addresses, 
or contact details. Pseudonyms are used in the transcripts below.  

Analytic procedure 
In this discursive psychology study of identity and help, I used the microanalytic method of 
conversation analysis to examine how requests for help were rendered intelligible and 
accountable through participants’ orientations to identity.  

Recorded calls were listened to repeatedly and catalogued according to details such as call 
length, outcome (e.g. call transfer) and incident type (e.g. burglary). Recordings have been 
progressively transcribed following lines of analytic enquiry. Transcription follows 
conversation analytic conventions developed by Jefferson (2004) and Hepburn (2004) which 
captures features of interaction including the length of silences, the speed, volume, and 
intonation of utterances, and when more than one person is speaking at once.  

To examine the relationship between identity and help-seeking, I formed a collection of 104 
cases where callers presented their reason for calling. I limited cases to those where callers 
were seeking help for themselves, with ‘seeking help’ conceptualised in the broadest terms. 
Rather than operating with a pre-determined definition of what help is, I undertook to 
document how participants understood the action of help. My analytic focus was how help-
seeking was rendered intelligible. Using the next-turn-proof procedure (Sacks et al., 1974), I 
examined how callers designed help-seeking turns and how call-takers responded to them. 

Following Schegloff (1997), I did not presume when or how identity would matter for help-
seeking but documented how participants’ orientations to identity were procedurally 



consequential for the trajectory of the call. Only in rare cases did participants use explicit 
category terms. When these occurred, I used membership categorisation analysis (Sacks, 
1967, 1972a, 1972b) to examine the link between categories, activities, rights, and 
responsibilities. I combined these observations with attention to where categories occurred in 
the sequential unfolding of the interaction and how participants oriented to their relevance for 
the ongoing activity of seeking help (see Stokoe, 2012). When explicit identities were not 
referenced, I drew upon Stevanovic and Peräkylä’s (2014) framework to examine how help-
seeking was rendered intelligible through participants’ orientations to identity. I analysed 
how participants’ turns encoded epistemic, deontic, or affective stances that displayed their 
understanding of their identities and social relationships with their recipient.  

Analysis 
I analyse how categorical relationships and terrains of knowledge, power, and emotion are 
resources for participants to intelligibly build and accountably interpret actions as help-
seeking on the victim support helpline. I first examine how callers’ epistemic and deontic 
rights as clients of the service rendered certain requests intelligible and accountable. Next, I 
show how affective stance could establish callers’ identities as victims seeking emotional 
support. Finally, I demonstrate how the link between identity and help was negotiated when 
callers sought help while distancing themselves from a victim identity.  

Seeking help as clients 
In Extract 1, the caller’s help-seeking request displays an epistemic and deontic stance 
towards the kind of help available and how it can be asked for. I analyse how this request 
makes identities relevant for both caller (CL) and call-taker (CT). The call opens with the 
standard institutional greeting, including the Māori greeting “kia ora” (line 1).  

Extract 1: Samuel 52 
01   CT:     kia ora victim support Samuel speaking, 
02           (0.8)   
03   CL:     kia ora Samuel, can you please put me through to  
04           Peter? My name is (.) Lydia: Ahi Wharau. 
05           (0.4) 
06   CT:     .h I ca:n yep if you just uh bear with me I’ll um  
07           (.) tch I’ll give him a call for you Lydia. 
08           (1.2) 
09   CL:     thank yo::u. 

The way the caller asks for help displays her understanding of who she is to her recipient and 
who he is to her (Stevanovic & Peräkylä, 2014). Although the call-taker identified as a 
member of the institutional category “victim support” (line 1), the caller displays an 
understanding that the help available during the call is not support. Instead, her request to be 
“put…through” (line 3) displays her understanding of the ‘switchboard’ function of the 
Contact Service (cf. Psathas, 1999) and her recipient’s role in transferring calls.  

The design of the caller’s request displays an epistemic stance of knowledge about the kind 
of help available and how the service operates. This epistemic stance invokes the caller’s 
identity as a client of the service with rights to knowledge in this domain (see Heritage, 
2012). She refers to the person she wishes to speak to by first name, while identifying herself 
with first and surname (line 4). First name references are a way to display someone known in 



common between speaker and recipient, while full names do not convey the same expectation 
of recognition (Schegloff, 1996). The caller thus displays that Peter is someone she knows 
and expects the call-taker to know, while she does not expect him to recognise her by her first 
name alone. A primary role of the victim helpline is to connect clients to support workers, 
and here the first name reference is inferentially available as the caller’s support worker. The 
caller’s reference to herself and others thus displays her understanding of her recipient’s 
domain of knowledge, invoking his identity as a contact service worker.  

The participants’ identities as client and contact service worker are also made visible through 
their orientations to their respective deontic rights. The caller displays a deontic stance that 
she is entitled to help with the modal verb “can” (line 3) in an interrogative question (Curl & 
Drew, 2008). The design of her requests suggests transfer lies in her recipient’s deontic 
domain, but that she has the rights to determine what help she needs and how to ask for it. By 
moving to grant the request (lines 6-7), Samuel confirms transferring calls is an action he can 
carry out and which the caller is entitled to seek. 

In Extract 1, the caller’s first turn conveys an epistemic and deontic stance that constitutes her 
identity as a client and renders intelligible her request to be transferred to her support worker. 
In Extract 2, the caller’s identity as a client is likewise constituted through epistemic and 
deontic stance. However, the participants have different understandings of the relationship 
between identity and help. They resolve this misunderstanding with explicit reference to the 
caller’s identity as a victim.  

Extract 2: Molly 49 
01   CT:     kia ora victim support Molly speaking, 
02           (1.0) 
03   CL:     hello Molly um:: (0.8) i:t’s a: friend of Anna-lee. 
04           (0.8) 
05   CT:     hi [   how are you    ] 
06   CL:        [I was wondering if] I- (.) cou- (.) could I  
07           speak to her please. 
08           (0.4) 
09   CT:     yeah can I ask who’s speaking first please? 
10           (0.6) 
11   CL:     just tell her it’s he:r young twenty one year old. 
12           (1.0) 
13   CT:     yeah I need- [>sorry I need] 
14   CL:                  [ that’ll make] her laugh and she’ll  
15           know exactly who you’re talking to= 
16   CT:     =hh hh (h)unfo(h)rtuna(h)telly £um for me to be  
17           able to find Anna-lee’s number I need to find it  
18           through your account£?=if you’re one of her victims?  
19           .hh 
20   CL:     ha ha [  HA   ] 
21   CT:           [I can’t] ↑j(h)ust I= 
22           =[ca(h)n’t just pop you through unfortunately] 
23   CL:      [           yeah I am one of her victims    ]= 
24   CL:     =Su[see Lyss]on 
25   CT:        [ha ha he] 
26           (0.6) 
27   CT:     Susee [cool] 
28   CL:           [I’m ] SEVEnty. 
29           (0.4) 



30   CT:     .hHUH [ha ha ha! ] 
31   CL:           [a standing] joke between me and her. 

Much like Extract 1, the caller’s request to be transferred displays a deontic stance towards 
her rights to determine how help should be provided. However, she identifies herself quite 
differently. After greeting the call-taker, the sound-stretched “um::” and nearly a second of 
silence display a trouble in speaking which she resolves by categorising herself as “a: friend 
of Anna-lee.” (line 3). Rather than giving her name, the caller identifies in a way that displays 
her relationship with the person she is calling to speak to. Although the caller configures this 
relationship as a friendship, participants’ mutual orientation to the institutional context of the 
call means the caller’s identity is inferentially available as a client of the service. 

However, the call-taker treats the caller’s identification as incompatible with the institutional 
framework. Her request (line 9) is understood differently by the participants. The caller 
understands the turn as granting her request and asking how to introduce her once the call is 
transferred. The call-taker, however, understands the turn as an insertion sequence, which 
must be dealt with before she can respond to the caller’s request (see Schegloff, 2007b). In 
response to the call-taker’s identification request, the caller uses an alternative recognitional 
reference (Stivers, 2007), “he:r young twenty one year old” (line 11) which she claims will 
make Anna-lee “laugh” (line 14) and be sufficient for her to “know exactly” who she is (line 
15).  

Although the call-taker concedes the alternative recognitional may very well be sufficient for 
Anna-lee’s recognition (and laughter at line 16 displays affiliation with the caller’s affective 
stance), she displays that this form of identification is insufficient for present purposes. She 
describes the practical process of carrying out a transfer (accessing the support worker’s 
details through the caller’s casefile) and orients to her own and the caller’s identity. By 
describing constraints on her institutional role, the call-taker orients to her identity as a 
contact service worker, whose ability to carry out the request rests on the caller’s compliance 
with institutional procedures (i.e. identifying in an institutionally recognised way). This 
description makes explicit the link between the provision of help and the caller’s identity. 
The call-taker claims her ability to grant the request is conditional on the caller’s identity as 
“one of her victims” (line 18). Thus here, a breakdown in intersubjectivity regarding how the 
caller made her request is resolved by the call-taker attributing the caller as a member of the 
category victim.  

Extracts 1 and 2 demonstrate that requesting transfer can display both epistemic and deontic 
stances towards the available help and how it can be accessed. These requests are accountable 
and intelligible through the social relations between callers as clients and call-takers as 
contact service workers. However, a client identity in this context is predicated upon 
victimhood, an inference which can be made explicit when joint understanding breaks down.  

Seeking help as victims 
Callers seeking help in the absence of an established relationship with the organisation build 
their requests for help differently. Although self-categorisations are rare in the dataset, one 
recurrent place where they occurred was in initial help-seeking requests such as Extract 3 
below.  



Extract 3: Samuel 9 
01   CT:     kia ora victim support Samuel speaking,  
02           (1.2) 
03   CL:     ah yes good after Samuel ah good afternoon Samuel 
04           I was um a victim of a (0.4) burglary and at my  
05           house at last year, .hh and I requested  
06           information through the um New Zealand police?  
07           (0.6)  
08   CL:     >but it< it’s not quite accurate? 
09           (1.0) 
10   CT:     oh right the the information’s not accurate, 
11           (1.0) 
12   CL:     NO: and I don’t know what to do, 
13           (0.4) 
14   CT:     okay ah yeah if it’s the police you need to speak to   
15           I can put you through to non emergency: call centre, 

By categorising herself as “a victim of a (0.4) burglary” (line 4) the caller makes explicit the 
link between identity and action. The caller displays an understanding that her action of 
seeking help is accountable as an entitlement of her category membership. The caller’s social 
identity relative to the problem provides for her entitlement to seek help (M. Whalen & 
Zimmerman, 1990). Claiming category membership can make relevant blame-allocation 
techniques like accusations and complaints (Watson, 1978). By categorising herself as a 
victim, the caller treats receiving inaccurate information from police as blame-worthy, 
presenting this as the complainable situation for which she has now turned to Victim Support 
for help.  

The caller builds her request across multiple turns of talk. She first establishes her entitlement 
as a victim (to receive help both from police and from Victim Support) and then presents her 
problem: receiving inaccurate information about the burglary. She finishes with “I don’t 
know what to do,” (line 12) a sequence closing device that marks the conclusion of her 
troubles telling and indicates a response from the call-taker is now relevant (Emmison & 
Danby, 2007). Seeking help in this way displays the caller’s relative unknowing epistemic 
stance about the nature of the help available. By directing her request to help to her recipient, 
the caller attributes to him the ability to know and provide help. The caller thus invokes the 
caller taker’s identity an institutional representative of a service designed to support victims. 

However, the call taker’s response displays a deontic stance that locates responsibility for the 
problem with police. Offering to transfer the call (lines 14-15) reconfigures the relations 
between parties from advice-seeker/advice-provider to one where he can offer certain forms 
of help (i.e. transfer) but not others (Hepburn et al., 2018; Jefferson & Lee, 1992). 

In Extract 4 below, the caller does not name the category victim but provides a narrative that 
makes this membership category inferentially available. Narrative descriptions are formats 
that allow callers to manage issues of motive and knowledge in emergency calls and helplines 
(Potter & Hepburn, 2003; Zimmerman, 1992). In this case, both caller and call-taker link the 
caller’s experience with her identity as a victim and her need for support.  

  



Extract 4: Tom 1 

01   CT:     kia ora victim support this is Tom, 
02           (1.2) 
03   CL:     .hhh (0.2) hi um my name’s Marianne, um (0.2) tch 
04           on: .hh Sunday night (.) um .h my: husband >woke  
05           up< to fi:nd (0.6) two guys outside our bedroom 
06           window (0.2) um (0.2) .h which he managed to  
07           sc~a~re off by (.) .hh um punching the ~glass in 
08           the~ ↑↑windo- HH  
09           (0.2)  
10   CT:     oh [    okay   ] well tha[t’s- ] 
11   CL:        [>.h< >hhuh<]         [euhh!] 
12           (0.4) 
13   CL:     .HHih 
14           (1.0) 
15   CT:     he’s- (0.2) °(di)° [did you-] >and p[olice have]=  
16   CL:                        [(ha-hu-)]       [  .shih   ] 
17   CT:     =been conta(h)cted? 
18           (0.6) 
19   CL:     ye~a:h~ ~yip~ hh >.h .h .h< (0.2) ~and~ they ran  
20           off and the (0.2) police um yeah chased them with 
21           a dog but couldn’t get them but um (0.8) yeah  
22           .hHH um my husband’s (0.2) really fi:ne and hh um 
23           .hhH (0.4) doing really ~well~ ~↑but I just can’t~ 
24           (0.4) (s)huhh (0.4) ↑↑(mm) HHuhh >.hih< 
25   CT:     (m)kay look .h I wanna take some details I’m not 
26           going to go into .hh the incident and what  
27           happened and .hhhh er [ too mu]ch cos I-I don’t= 
28   CL:                           [yip .hh] 
29   CT:     =want you to repeat yourself.=I’m going to have a 
30           support work[er  ]contact you.  
31   CL:                 [yeah] 
 

The caller’s a narrative description displays (without saying so directly) that she is seeking 
emotional support as a victim. She begins her story by recounting recent events that took place 
“on: .hh Sunday night” (line 4). This call takes place at night two days later. Thus, the caller’s 
story is a description of recent events, which are demonstrably still impacting her. She 
describes a trespassing event (lines 4-8) and demonstrates the traumatic nature of this 
experience when crying overwhelms her ability to speak (line 8). This ‘flooding out’ of emotion 
(Goffman, 1961) displays her social position relative to the events describes – as a victim 
affected by her experience. In a context where emotional support is a relevant form of help, 
this affective stance is a key resource for building and interpreting the request for help (see 
Stevanovic & Peräkylä, 2014). The caller displays her understanding of the help available by 
explicitly formulating her husband’s and her own emotional states. Although he is “doing really 
~well~” (line 23), she both claims (“~↑but I just can’t~” line 23) and demonstrates (with a 
second flooding out at line 24) her inability to cope. The caller’s affective stance thus claims 
the rights to own and display emotions regarding the events, which positions her as a 
traumatised victim entitled to receive emotional support from the service. 

Although the call-taker treats the caller as a legitimate victim entitled to receive help from the 
service, he orients to his deontic rights to determine how help will be provided and in doing so, 



makes relevant his identity as a contact service worker. By directing her story to the call-taker, 
the caller displayed an expectation he possessed the knowledge and competencies to meet her 
needs (Psathas, 1999). It is not unreasonable to assume that someone who identifies as a 
member of Victim Support (line 1) can provide support to victims. Yet rather than providing 
support, the call-taker uses “look” (line 25) to indicate his next action is not directly fitted to 
the caller’s prior turn (see Sidnell, 2007). The call-taker orients to potential misalignment 
between participants by naming the category “a support worker” (line 30) and characterising 
his actions as details-gathering. The activity of providing emotional support is bound to the 
category support workers, while contact service workers like himself only have the category-
bound rights and competencies to allocate support workers. In this offer of help, the call-taker 
formulates the Contact Service as a conduit to help, clarifying that help in the here-and-now 
takes the form of arranging support rather than providing it directly (cf. Watson, 1986). 

As Extract 4 demonstrates, an affective stance can make recognisable an identity (as a victim) 
and an action (seeking help). However, as Extract 5 below demonstrates, the link between 
identity and help is a negotiated accomplishment.  

Extract 5: Sharika 2 

01   CT:     kia ora victim support Sharika speaking, 
02           (1.8) 
03   CL:     hello? 
04           (0.8) ((music playing in background)) 
05   CT:     hello this is Sharika speaking at victim: support? 
06           (1.6) 
07   CL:     hi it’s Madeli:ne here, 
08           (1.4) 
09   CT:     hello how can I help yo[u:   ] 
10   CL:                            [(I w)] sposed 
11           (0.8) 
12   CL:     .hh hh well I ↑DIDN’T KNO:W how you can help me but  
13           (.) I got assaulted today by a man with a bucket of  
14           water, 
15           (0.6) 
16   CT:     .h okay, 
17           (1.2) 
18   CT:     alright so you’re wanting som:e support in regards 
19           to the assault? 
20           (1.4) 
21   CL:     well I don’t know what I can DO I was hoping to open  
22           the bedroom window when I go to bed! 
 

The routine call opening (line 1) and the modified repeat (line 5) identify the call-taker as a 
representative of Victim Support. When the call-taker pursues a reason for the call by asking 
“how can I help you:” (line 9), she displays the presumption that the caller is seeking help and 
implies a request is a relevant way to ask for it. The call-taker’s action invokes her identity as 
a help-provider and projects the caller’s identity as a help-seeker.  

Yet the caller challenges the presumption that calling the helpline is linked to her identity as a 
help-seeker. Rather than producing a type-fitted response (Schegloff, 2007) to the call-taker’s 
question (such as a request for service), she displays an epistemic stance that disavows 



knowledge about what help she needs. She claims the reason she is calling is because she “got 
assaulted today” (line 13). This description makes her categorical identity as a victim 
inferentially available. Yet by disavowing knowledge of how the call-taker (or organisation) 
can help her, the caller inverts the relationship between victims and help seen in Extract 4. 
Although the caller invokes an identity as a victim, her lack of knowledge about the service 
constrains her ability to request specific help.  

Nevertheless, the call-taker treats the caller’s description as a request for help. Her request for 
confirmation displays her understanding that the caller is “wanting som:e support in regards to 
the assault” (line 18-19). Using the definite article “the”, the call-taker transforms the caller’s 
description into categorisation (Stokoe, 2009), treating assault as a relevant institutional 
problem. Someone with a relevant institutional problem for victim support is, by definition, a 
victim. The declarative format “you’re wanting som:e support” (line 18) displays the call-
taker’s understanding that this was the action of the caller’s turn, which she is now merely 
confirming, rather than proposing for the first time. The caller rejects this understanding, 
claiming the epistemic rights to formulate her reason for calling. She treats her problem 
(opening the window) as not straightforwardly associated with support. Presenting mundane 
needs is one way helpline callers can claim identities as ordinary people rather than clients in 
need of help (te Molder, 2005). The caller’s response challenges the call-taker’s displayed 
understanding that she (and the organisation she represents) can help the caller. Although both 
participants orient to the caller as a victim entitled to help, they negotiate just what form this 
help should take. 

The inferential framework of the victim support helpline means that simply by calling and 
describing a relevant experience, callers can be understood to be seeking support (cf. 
Zimmerman, 1992). However, not all callers know what the service offers or how it operates. 
The link between a victim identity and a request for help is thus a joint accomplishment. The 
final section examines this accomplishment by demonstrating how callers navigate help-
seeking when their relationship to victimhood is less straightforward. The cases provide further 
evidence that participants orient to the relationship between identity and help when building 
and interpreting requests on the helpline.  

Seeking help while negotiating victimhood 
Requests for certain forms of help invoke different relationships to victimhood. In Extract 6 
below, the caller designs her request to challenge the inference that someone seeking help 
from Victim Support is necessarily a victim.  

Extract 6: Marianne 3 
01   CT:     .h tch (.) kia o:ra victim support (0.2) this is  
02           Marianne! 
03           (1.8) 
04   CL:     .hh hi:: um .hh I w- ↑just wanted to make an 
05           enqui:r:y: on: um .h .h how someone would (0.8)  
06           say (0.2) like (0.2) get a charge dropped on a 
07           person? 
08           (0.4) 
09   CT:     tch ah >it would be< best to talk to the police  
10           about that? I can: put [you through] to a non= 
11   CL:                            [    oh     ] 
12   CT:     =emergency police line? 



13           (0.8) 
14   CL:     yes please, 
15   CT:     tch #oka:y# just a moment(h),  

The caller displays an understanding that, by virtue of calling the victim helpline, she may be 
understood as a victim. Her use of reference forms manages the inferences that can be drawn 
about her from her request for help. The non-recognitional reference “someone” (line 5) is 
regularly used when speakers presume their recipients do not know (or need to know) the 
person referred to (Schegloff, 1996). By deviating from the unmarked reference “I” (line 3), 
the caller displays that she is not necessarily seeking help for herself, pushing back on the 
inference that seeking help from Victim Support makes her a victim. Likewise, using the 
indefinite article to refer both to “a charge” and “a person” (line 6) neutralises inferences 
about the relationship between the people involved. (Contrast this with a description like my 
ex-partner is in prison which makes inferentially available relational and victim-perpetrator 
categories; citation blinded for review). 

Even though the caller distances herself from a victim identity, she displays an expectation 
that the call-taker – and the institution she represents – can provide the help she is seeking. 
However, the call-taker displays a different understanding of how the caller can be helped. 
Rather than answering the caller’s enquiry, she provides advice. The design of the advice, 
“>it would be< best to talk to the police” (line 8), matches the caller’s design of her request, 
presenting the advice as general course of action rather than something the caller specifically 
should do (see Emmison & Firth, 2012; Vayreda & Antaki, 2009).  

The call-taker’s offer uses the modal verb “can” (line 10) to present the proposed course of 
action as something she is able and willing to do. Proposal offers in this format index a low 
deontic stance that allow recipients to assess the offered course of action (Hofstetter & 
Stokoe, 2015). Thus, the call-taker orients to her identity as a service-provider who can offer 
forms of help (e.g. transferring calls) which callers can choose to accept. By offering to 
transfer the call, the call-taker also indicates that access to such information is not associated 
with her categorical role as a contact service worker, but instead lies in the domain of police 
call-takers. Thus, while denying the organisation’s ability to help the caller, the call-taker 
highlights her individual ability to help the caller by transferring her.  

In the final extract, the caller orients to the accountability associated with seeking help in the 
absence of a legitimate victim identity.  

Extract 7: Jenny 2 

01   CT:     kia ora victim support Jenny speaking, 
02           (0.6) 
03   CL:     .h oh hi er-I don’t know whether I’m ringing the  
04           right department or not [but um ] (0.2) .h I-= 
05   CT:                             [  mhm  ] 
06   CL:     =I‘ve- I complained ah to the police that I’d had 
07           some money stolen 
08   CT:     mhm 
09           (0.6) 
10   CL:     and ah look hh I-I-h (0.4) I’ve found it.  
11           (0.6) 
12   CT:     right .h o[kay     ] 
13   CL:               [who do I] who do I (.) talk to cos I 



14           got it- I (0.2) .hh I-I’m te:rribly sorry about  
15           this gosh it’s um (0.2) [   e-r-  ] 
16   CT:                             [↑no no no] that’s oka:y 
17           that’s not a problem look .h all I’ll do is I’ll 
18           pop you through to the non emergency police line,  
19           .h and if you [can let] them know that you’d made= 
20   CL:                   [  uhuh ] 
21   CT:     =a report about money being stolen they can look 
22           that up and you can let them know .h the 
23           the outcome of that okay? 
24   CL:     o-o-okay [ thanks ] 
25   CT:              [alright?] 

The caller’s description of different versions her problem (lines 4-10) demonstrates the 
consequential ways identity and action can be linked (see Cuff, 1993). She first describes 
complaining about stolen money (lines 6-7), an activity which makes her identity as a victim 
relevant. This identity is associated with entitlement to seek help from police. However, the 
caller’s second description, of having “found” the money (line 10) re-categorises both herself 
and her problem. If the money was not stolen, but lost, her problem is not a crime. And if the 
caller has not experienced a crime, she is not a victim. Furthermore, if she is not a victim, she 
is not entitled to police help. Complaining to police about stolen money is a victim’s right. 
Complaining to police about lost money makes different inferences available about her identity 
and motives (see Jayyusi, 1984). Thus, different versions of reality make different inferences 
available regarding the caller’s identity and her rights to help.  

Caller and call-taker display different stances on the accountability of the caller’s 
action. The caller treats her actions as morally accountable through an incomplete account (line 
13), explicit apology (line 14), stance marker “gosh”, and perturbations in talk (line 15), which 
display her affective stance of upset. The call-taker, however, uses the multiple saying “no no 
no” (line 17) to cut short the progression of the caller’s apologies (Stivers, 2004) and explicitly 
claims “that’s not a problem” (line 18). The call-taker displays an understanding that the 
institution does not merely provide help to victims but can provide help with issues associated 
with victimhood.  The call-taker treats the caller as entitled to ask for help and offers to transfer 
the call (lines 17-23). The design of the call-taker’s request displays a deontic stance that 
transfer is a form of help the caller is entitled to. She minimises the costs of her action with the 
preface “all I’ll do” and the description “pop you through” (line 18) to display that granting the 
caller’s request is no imposition, but a form of help she can readily provide (Clayman & 
Heritage, 2014). In this way, she invokes her identity as a service provider, and establishes the 
caller’s reciprocal deontic entitlement to request and receive services from the organisation – 
although ultimately the resolution of her problem lies with police. 

Discussion 
In calls to the victim helpline, participants jointly accomplished the link between identity and 
help. Requests for help invariably invoked identities for both callers and call-takers by 
configuring epistemic, deontic, and affective relations between participants. When callers 
requested to be transferred to support workers, they displayed an epistemic stance of knowing 
about the workings of the organisation and a deontic stance of being entitled to request services. 
The design of such requests constituted their identities as clients and their recipients’ identities 
as contact service workers. When callers described experiences, their affective stances 



constituted their identities as victims and their recipients’ identities as support providers. 
However, call-takers’ responses to such descriptions oriented to callers’ lack of knowledge 
about the service by specifying call-takers’ identities as contact service workers rather than 
support workers. 

Simply turning to Victim Support was enough for callers to be understood as victims seeking 
help. However, the connection between actions and identities posed challenges for certain 
forms of help-seeking. Callers seeking advice about dropping charges or a mistaken police 
report oriented to the way their previous actions (i.e. pressing charges; reporting a crime) would 
have been sufficient for others to ascribe their identities as victims. Although seeking help for 
problems related to victimhood, these callers designed their requests to undercut the 
assumption they were seeking help as victims. Thus, the link between a victim identity and a 
request for help is a joint accomplishment negotiated between participants.  

Help-seeking was rendered accountable through participants’ shared sense of who they were 
to each other. Identity and social relations were resources for participants to build and interpret 
actions as requests for help. Callers’ identities as clients or victims rendered their help-seeking 
accountable. In the absence of linguistically designed requests, descriptions of experience or 
presentation of problems were understood as help-seeking through the epistemic, deontic, and 
affective relationships between participants. Callers’ identities also rendered their help-seeking 
morally accountable. Participants oriented to category-bound rights associated with being a 
victim or a client of the service.  

Identity and help are mutually constitutive. Asking for help constituted callers’ identities as 
victims; and callers’ identities as victims constituted their requests for help. Participants 
oriented to this mutually constitutive link, displaying an understanding that seeking help 
implicates claims to identity. These orientations were particularly explicit in cases where 
callers sought help that called their victimhood into question. Callers negotiated how they 
should be understood relative to the help they were seeking. Although not everyone seeking 
help from Victim Support necessarily claims victimhood, participants oriented to the way that 
help-seeking in this context invariably invokes identity. Interactional research has shown that 
the nature of help sought is consequential for how requests are built and interpreted (Drew & 
Couper-Kuhlen, 2014), while my analyses show that the nature of the help sought is also 
consequential for how identities are constituted and used.  

The mutually constitutive relationship between identity and help is particularly salient in the 
context of a victim support service. Determining who victims are and how they should be 
helped is a contentious moral and political enterprise (Simmonds, 2009). Although the 
organisation views the helpline as a conduit to service, call-takers are engaged in 
consequential decisions about callers’ victimhood and whether they can be helped. Victim 
Support bears similarities to helplines like Kids Help Line and MensLine that specify a 
category of person as help-seeker. Despite the common-sense use of these category terms, 
determining callers’ relevant identities and what constitutes help is a joint accomplishment 
(see Butler et al., 2010; Danby et al., 2005; Feo & LeCouteur, 2013, 2017). When callers lack 
knowledge about the service, participants may be misaligned regarding who-they-are-to-
each-other and the kind of help available (cf. Stokoe, 2013).  

One problem that regularly occurs on the Victim Support helpline is that callers ask for kinds 
of help which cannot be given. The misalignment between the help callers seek and what 



institutional representatives can provide has been documented in a range of other settings 
including counselling helplines (Butler et al., 2010), dispute resolution services (Weatherall, 
2015), and medical information lines (Butler et al., 2009). In some cases, the name of the 
service can exacerbate such misalignment. For example, callers to the Child Health Line 
regularly seek medical advice which nurse call-takers cannot provide. Butler and colleagues 
(2009) noted that callers’ requests displayed an expectation nurses have professional authority 
and expertise to give advice when in fact nurses are trained only to provide information and 
support. On the Victim Support helpline, callers display similar expectations of receiving 
support from call-takers directly, while call-takers are not trained to provide this form of help. 
In some cases, call-takers corrected callers’ displayed misunderstanding by identifying 
themselves as contact service workers and specifying the role of support workers. Callers’ 
expectations of receiving help in the here and now of the call seem exacerbated by the 
advertisement of 0800 Victim as a helpline and the way that call-takers answer the phone by 
identifying as “victim support”. One solution would be to change the routine opening, such as 
by identifying as the Victim Support Contact Service, or for call-takers to explain their role to 
callers when offering referral. This could be accompanied by clearer advertising about the role 
of the helpline.  

Although the mutually constitutive relationship between identity and help is particularly salient 
in institutional contexts like helplines, I argue that identity and action are always inexorably 
linked. Any request for help necessarily implicates identities for speaker and recipients. Even 
in mundane interaction, different methods of recruiting help configure self-other relations in 
terms of obligation or opportunity to help (Kendrick & Drew, 2016). Likewise, identity is a 
resource that participants use to make sense of help-seeking as social action (see Horne & 
Wiggins, 2009). Identity is not fixed, but constituted in different ways at different moments of 
interaction (Benwell & Stokoe, 2006).  

In interaction, identity is inseparable from self-other relations. People identify differently 
depending on who they understand their recipient to be and what they are doing at any given 
moment. Participants use their moment-by-moment understanding of who they are to each 
other as a resource for building recognisable actions (Stevanovic & Peräkylä, 2014). By 
integrating Sacks’ (1967, 1972a, 1972b) insights with recent developments in the interactional 
organisation of social relations (Stevanovic & Peräkylä, 2014), this paper demonstrates how 
rights, entitlements, and obligations to help are constituted and understood through 
participants’ sense of who they are to each other. Different predicates like rights, obligations, 
and knowledge can be bound to different category membership (Psathas, 1999; Stokoe, 2009). 
My analyses show that participants orient to different category-bound rights to know about 
themselves and others, determine how help will be given, and express or respond to emotion. 

Although Stevanovic and Peräkylä’s (2014) theoretical framework was developed to explain 
how actions are built and interpreted in interaction, this grounded approach to identity and 
action has broader relevance for psychology. The ways people use and orient to knowledge, 
power, and emotion are fundamental psychological concerns. The connections between 
knowledge and social relations are intrinsic to social psychology (see Raymond & Heritage, 
2006), while analysing deontics can provide an interactional demonstration of psychological 
concepts like authority and coercion (see Clift, 2016). Discursive psychology has examined 
how emotions are described or formulated (Edwards, 1999), and how emotions are displayed 
and responded to in interaction (Hepburn & Potter, 2007, 2017). Yet the way affect is 



associated with different identity categories, and how affect and help are interrelated deserves 
further investigation. On the Victim Support helpline, affect has common-sense associations 
with both a victim identity and the kind of help available. Affective stances can accomplish a 
request for help and constitute a caller’s identity as a victim. There are thus productive 
possibilities for analysing the relationships between affect, identity, and help.  

Concluding comments   

The relationship between identity and action is a fundamental question for social psychology. 
With a focus on the action of help-seeking, this paper has documented how participants orient 
to identity and help as mutually constitutive in calls to a victim helpline. Help-seeking was 
rendered both intelligible and accountable through participants’ orientation to their identities 
and social relations. Identity and action are intertwined phenomenon that can be examined 
through participants’ moment-by-moment attention to the epistemic, deontic, and affective 
aspects of who they are to each other.  
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